The lifelong-learning.lu portal is developed and
managed by the National Institute for the Development
of Continuing Vocational Training (INFPC), a public
institution under the authority of the Ministry of Education,
Children and Youth.
The mission of the Institute is to promote lifelong learning
among everyone concerned by training, be they employees,
job seekers, training bodies, purchasers of training
or company managers. All the information can be found
on the portal and an infoline is also available.
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More than 9,000 courses:
languages, IT, finance,
construction, security…
Develop your skills
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With more than 9,000 courses offered
by 250 training providers,
lifelong-learning.lu is the national
portal for lifelong learning.

What training courses?

aimed at?
Employees, job s rs and, more generally,
anybody wishing to train and improve themselves.
Businesses that invest in the training
of their employees in order to boost
their performance and their competitiveness.

are members of

Courses covering all domains.

lifelong-learning.lu ?
Agriculture, Agri-food

Who are the courses

What training bodies

Computer science,
Telecommunications

Crafts, Art
Languages
Trade, Sale, Horeca
Communication,
Multimedia
Construction,
Environment,
Energy
Personal
and professional
development
Finance,
Insurance, Law
Company management,
Human resources

Mechanics,
Electrical engineering,
Automation
Quality, Security
Health, Social action
Sciences, Social
and human sciences
Processing
of materials
and production
management
Transport, Handling

They are offered as daytime courses, outside working
hours, as evening, weekend or distance courses
or through adult apprenticeship.
They may be of short duration or spread out over several
months in the case of certain courses leading to the
award of a diploma.

They are approved, public, semi-public, associative
or private bodies.
They offer standard and/or custom-made training.

What other information
can you find on
lifelong-learning.lu ?
Support measures for training:
individual training leave, language training leave,
youth leave, personal working time arrangements,
co-funding of company training...
Information about:
- lifelong guidance,
- validation of non-formal and informal learning (VAE),
- studies, analyses and news connected with lifelong
learning.

